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FireKing® Security Group Offers New Integrated Cash Recycler
While new technologies continue to transform the cash-handling industry, FireKing Security Group
remains ahead of the curve. As evidence of our innovation, we are proud to announce the release
of FireKing’s Summit Universal Note Recycler Safe as the latest addition to the suite of products
and services seamlessly integrated into the Summit Platform. This new solution allows retail
establishments to maintain cash and coin equilibrium without needing change-order deliveries or
cash pickups for extended periods of time—safely saving businesses time and money.
Built for speed and responsiveness, the Universal Note Recycler is easily scalable to any customers’
needs—positively impacting every process and person in any cash-heavy environment. It accurately
deposits, dispenses and stores notes, automating manual cash handling processes to reduce human
error and eliminate security concerns, bank fees, cashier delays, deposit bottlenecks, and more.
The intuitive design boasts a significantly reduced footprint for front-line availability with under-thecounter or next-to-register placement, Clever Lever™ bolt-work for a reinforced and pry-resistant
door, as well as an all new V-Shield™ to keep liquids and coins away from the note feeder. And all five
new Universal Note Recycler Safe models can hold up to 4,500 notes. Combined with the
comprehensive remote system management and business analytics of our Summit Platform, there isn’t
a more powerful or flexible under-the-counter cash solution on the market.
To learn more about the Summit Universal Note Recycler series of safes, visit fireking.com or speak
with us directly by calling 1.800.457.2424.
ABOUT FIREKING SECURITY GROUP:
FKI Security Group delivers a broad array of security products with best-in-class service and
support for businesses. They operate in over 80 countries around the world, delivering products
and services focused solely on protecting customers' assets, people, and vital information. FKI
Security Group's brands Summit, Ascent and NKL cash-management solutions lead the market
along with FireKing’s® extensive offerings of office and consumer products. Additional information
about FireKing® is available at Fireking.com.

